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Package contents

Important!
Thank you for the trust and confidence you have placed in us by choosing this
product. We hope it will become your everyday little angel for many years.
Before use, please read the instructions on the following pages carefully.
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Your product

in a few words

With its Rot'Action smart system, your new
companion ANGEL WAVE is used more
easily than any other. Turn it to the left or
right, and it will meet your needs of the
moment!
Standard position

You want to take a few minutes to calm
down and relax, or slip off to sleep: turn it
to position
and enjoy its cardiac
coherence coach or its sunset simulation.
Sleep position

Want some light to read or just to
relax? turn it to position
and enjoy its
light. You can also listen to the radio during
this time.

Light position

Of course, WAVE ANGEL gives you the time, allows you to wake up in the best
way possible thanks to its sunrise simulation, and lets you program two
different alarms, which you can adjust for each day of the week.
Not to mention one of Wave Angel's unique features: it helps you control the
field levels that surround you, thanks to its continuous analysis of
radiofrequency fields converted into light display. Whenever possible, try to
optimize your sleep environment!
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WAVE ANGEL FUNCTION
The waves unmasked…
The function WAVE ANGEL is the function
displayed by the unit in its position
. It tells
you at any time the field strength near the device
to remember to turn off or remove your mobile
devices for the night.
When the radiofrequency fields are very weak,
WAVE ANGEL lights up green, while as the level
increases, the illumination goes up towards a
bright red.

Position

A timeline continuously displays the history of the
last seconds elapsed.
RF timeline

In the case where the environment contains a significant permanent field
level (e.g. near a GSM base station), it is possible to adjust the sensitivity of
the product. This is described in the section on advanced settings.

Comments and suggestions:
- We advise you to place WAVE ANGEL on your bedside table or at the head
of the bed, so that the measured field strength is closest to that actually
received by your brain during sleep.
- If you are not able to control the transmitters outside your home, you can
still control your own transmitters (internet box, WiFi, Bluetooth, laptop,
smartphone, etc.). You can also use the advanced analysis (see page 18)
to help you position your transmitters in your home.
- WAVE ANGEL displays an indicative level of RF fields, but it is in no way a
substitute for a calibrated laboratory instrument.
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ALARM CLOCK / SUNRISE SIMULATION
The alarm clock will work regardless of the product's
position, but it can be programmed only in the
standard position (logo
). Simply pressing the
central button brings you to the alarm setting menu.
When the
symbol is displayed, it means
that the relevant alarm is not activated. When it
flashes, just tilt WAVE ANGEL to the right to make it
active. Similarly, tilting it to the left will inactivate it.

Position

Pressing the button again will validate and move to
the wake-up time setting. As previously, you can
adjust the hour and minutes of the alarm clock by
tilting the product to the right or to the left, and
confirming with the central button.

The same procedure applies to alarm 1 (AL1) and to
alarm 2 (AL2).
The days when the alarm will be activated are shown
in the
symbol in which each box corresponds to a day of the week. The weekend is marked
by the last two boxes on the right. In this example,
alarm 1 will be active Monday – Tuesday – Thursday
– Friday at 6:45 while alarm 2 will be active Saturday
at 10:30. Selecting the active days as well as the
other settings of the alarm clock / sunrise simulation
can be done in the advanced settings (see page 14).

Tilt right/left to turn on/off

Central button to set

When WAVE ANGEL displays the time, little symbols
in the lower corners indicate that an alarm will be
activated in the next few hours.
When an alarm wakes you up, you can either turn it
off completely by holding down the button, or continue to rest for a few
minutes with one or several short presses on the button (5 minutes more
every time). In the latter case, the sunrise light will stay on.
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RADIO FM FUNCTION

The FM radio can be listened to in standard
position (
symbol) in the dedicated menu, or in
the light position (
symbol) in menus where it
has been activated. It is also started by the alarm
when it is the selected alarm type. Six stations can
be stored.

x2
Position

Selecting a preset station, searching for a new
frequency or adjusting the volume can be done
only in the standard position (
symbol). Two
short presses on the central button will bring on
FM radio menu, and start it with no time limit.
Then, pressing the central button will enable you to
adjust successively: the memory used (from 1 to 6),
the frequency (in MHz), and the listening volume
(15 levels).

Central button to modify

Once the frequency has been adjusted, it is
automatically stored in the corresponding memory
(FM - 3 in the example on the right).
Once the volume has been adjusted, it is
automatically stored, and this volume will also be
used in the light menu (
symbol) and for the
radio alarm.
The radio stations with a strong enough RDS signal
will have their station name displayed instead of
their frequency.
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Tilt to adjust
Central button to Volume

Tilt to adjust
Central button to Frequency

Tilt to adjust
Central button to Memory

ATMOSPHERE LAMP / READING LIGHT
When your WAVE ANGEL is switched to light
position
, it will start one of the four light
animation modes:
- Atmosphere
- Atmosphere + FM
- Reading light
- Reading light + FM
Position

It is the last mode used that will start again.
Pressing the central button will successively
activate the various modes. Some of the
parameters such as the duration of the animation
can be adjusted in the advanced settings.
Colorful

Colorful atmosphere mode
atmosphere
Central button
to next mode
Colorful atmosphere

Colorful atmosphere with radio mode
with radio
Central button
to next mode
Reading light

Reading light
Central button
to next mode
Reading light

Reading light with radio
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with radio
Central button
to next mode

RELAX / SLEEP FUNCTION
When your WAVE ANGEL is switched to sleep
position
, it will start one of the two sleeping
aid modes:
- sunset simulation
- cardiac coherence coach
It is the last mode used that will start again.
Pressing the central button will switch from one
mode to the other.

Position

A number of parameters, including the cardiac
coherence settings, can be adjusted in the
advanced settings.

Sunset

Sunset simulation
simulation
Central button
to next mode

Cardiac coherence

Cardiac coherence coach
coach
Central button
to next mode

The sunset function on your WAVE ANGEL will guide you towards sleep in the
manner of a natural sunset. Starting from an intense light, it will turn off
gradually through all the natural hues of sunset: from white to yellow, then to
orange and finally to red. It will be accompanied by gradually decreasing
natural sounds.
The cardiac coherence coach is a real tool for relaxation and sleeping aid. You
will find all the details for optimized use in the advanced settings.
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CARDIAC COHERENCE IN A FEW WORDS

Principles of cardiac coherence
Cardiac coherence is a physiological, physical, mental and emotional state of
balance, which can be induced by simple intentional exercises. Our heart
does not beat in a regular manner, and stress, hyperactivity, or anxiety, are all
factors leading to irregular and inconsistent heart rate variations. Conversely,
when our body is in a state of cardiac coherence, our heart rate variations are
regular and harmonious.

This state has been known and induced for thousands of years through
various practices such as meditation, relaxation, yoga and many others –
though its scientific explanation is much more recent. Fostering a conscious
rhythmic breathing will foster the parasympathetic nervous system, which
works as a natural tranquilizer of the nervous system, and will induce quality
sleep.
This conscious breathing simply consists in inspiring for five seconds, then
expiring for five seconds, for several minutes. This exercise will put our body
in a state of cardiac coherence, with beneficial effects lasting for several
hours. This exercise can thus be done several times a day.
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WAVE ANGEL and cardiac coherence

Cardiac coherence and sleep
When stress, anxiety, ideas and thoughts going round and round, or any other
things prevent you from relaxing, it is impossible to fall asleep. Taking a
moment and getting into cardiac coherence is certainly one of the best
remedies to problems falling asleep.
Turn your WAVE ANGEL to
position and synchronize your breathing along
with its light and melody. Breathe in as the light increases, breathe out as the
light fades. Keep focusing on your breathing. Gradually towards the end of
the exercise, the light and the melody will fade away, then the cardiac
coherence coach will stop.
When you are going to bed, your respiratory rate is higher than at rest. So, in
order to lead you gradually to the optimal rate of a 5+5 second inhalation /
exhalation cycle, WAVE ANGEL offers you the possibility to start the exercise
on a faster pace, e.g. a 4+4 second cycle. You can also adjust each duration to
best suit your needs. If, at the beginning, a 5+5 second cycle is too slow for
you, you can shorten it until you become familiar with the method. You can
also shorten the length of expiration, e.g. 4+6 second cycle, to foster
relaxation. Conversely, a 6+4 second cycle will instead have a stimulating
effect.
You can also choose from three shades of light: blue, green or red. You should
avoid the blue light if you want to sleep, whereas the red light will pass
through your eyelids more easily, allowing you to practice the relaxation
exercise with eyes closed.
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ADVANCED SETTINGS
Your WAVE ANGEL has been designed to be as
simple as possible to use. This was achieved
through the combination of a unique central
button and the Rot'Action smart system. In
everyday use, no complicated actions, no
combinations of buttons to remember. Everything
is simple!
Nevertheless, your WAVE ANGEL offers you the
possibility of numerous advanced settings, which
are described in the following pages. To access
them, press the central button three times until
you see the logo opposite.

x3
Position

You then enter the various menus, which you can select by tilting WAVE
ANGEL to the right or to the left:

Field analyzer
WAVE-ANGEL setting
Sleep / relax setting
Reading light / atmosphere lamp setting
Alarm clock / sunrise setting
Time setting

In each menu, you can navigate from one parameter to another by pressing
the central button, then you adjust it by tilting your WAVE ANGEL to the right
or to the left. You can exit the settings menu at any time, by holding down the
central button, or just by waiting about fifteen seconds.
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ADVANCED SETTINGS

Time setting
As for each menu, you can navigate from one
parameter to another by pressing the central
button, then you adjust it by tilting your WAVE
ANGEL to the right or to the left. You can exit the
settings menu at any time, by holding down the
central button, or just by waiting about fifteen
seconds.

Tilt to adjust
Central button to Next

Tilt to adjust
Central button to Next

...
You will need to reset the time whenever your WAVE ANGEL has been
disconnected from the power supply for more than a few minutes. If an alarm
is activated, a power cut will be indicated by short flashes of light to draw
attention to the fact that the time is inaccurate.
Setting the hours

Setting the minutes
Setting the day (important for the daily alarms)
Monday …. Sunday

Display time format 10:00PM ou 22:00
« Dark night » function: at night, the screen and lights
are switched off for total darkness. Give WAVE ANGEL
a pat to display the time for a few seconds.
Dark night
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ADVANCED SETTINGS

ALARM CLOCK /
SUNRISE SIMULATION setting
As for each menu, you can navigate from one
parameter to another by pressing the central
button, then you adjust it by tilting your WAVE
ANGEL to the right or to the left. You can exit the
settings menu at any time, by holding down the
central button, or just by waiting about fifteen
seconds.

Tilt to adjust
Central button to Next

Tilt to adjust
Central button to Next

...
In this menu, you can adjust the alarms (AL1 and AL2) and sunrise simulation
parameters. The latter gradually creates a natural light in the colors of
sunrise, with sounds of nature to wake you up gently.
Alarms (AL1 and AL2)

Monday …. Sunday

Setting the desired wake-up mode (FM or sounds),
the corresponding volume, and the duration of
time the alarm will be activated
Setting the days when the alarm is active: tilt your
WAVE ANGEL to enable or disable the date
indicated by the arrow. In the example opposite,
the alarm will be active from Monday to Friday.
Press the central button to move the arrow

Sunrise simulation

Sunrise simulation settings:
- sunrise duration (0 min to disable this function)
- no sounds / birdsongs (1) / the sea (2)
- sound volume
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ADVANCED SETTINGS

READING LIGHT /
ATMOSPHERE LAMP setting
As for each menu, you can navigate from one
parameter to another by pressing the central
button, then you adjust it by tilting your WAVE
ANGEL to the right or to the left. You can exit the
settings menu at any time, by holding down the
central button, or just by waiting about fifteen
seconds.

Tilt to adjust
Central button to Next

Tilt to adjust
Central button to Next

...
In this menu, you can adjust the parameters of the reading light and
atmosphere lamp modes. The first one provides a powerful white light for
reading, while the second one creates a vibrant colorful atmosphere.

Reading light

Setting the duration the reading light will be on

Atmosphere

Setting the duration of the atmosphere lamp
Setting the color variation speed: slow, medium, fast
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ADVANCED SETTINGS

RELAX / SLEEP setting
Tilt to adjust
Central button to Next

As for each menu, you can navigate from one
parameter to another by pressing the central
button, then you adjust it by tilting your WAVE
ANGEL to the right or to the left. You can exit the
settings menu at any time, by holding down the
central button, or just by waiting about fifteen
seconds.
In this menu, you can adjust the parameters of the
modes used for relaxation and sleeping aid.

...

Tilt to adjust
Central button to Next

Cardiac coherence

Setting the duration of the cardiac coherence coach
Setting tint*: red (R), green (G), blue (B)
Setting the accompanying sound and volume
(no sound / simple / melody)
Start
End

Setting the respiratory rhythm at the beginning of
the exercise (e.g. 3'' inspiring and 3'' expiring) and
the final rhythm (5''+ 5'' recommended)

Sunset simulation

Setting the duration of the sunset simulation
Setting the accompanying sound:
- no sound / summer evening (1) / the sea (2)
- volume of accompanying sound
* the red color is recommended for falling asleep while the blue color should be avoided.

ADVANCED SETTINGS

WAVE ANGEL setting
As for each menu, you can navigate from one
parameter to another by pressing the central
button, then you adjust it by tilting your WAVE
ANGEL to the right or to the left. You can exit the
settings menu at any time, by holding down the
central button, or just by waiting about fifteen
seconds.

Tilt to adjust
Central button to Next

Tilt to adjust
Central button to Next

In this menu, you can adjust the settings of the RF analyzer (WAVE ANGEL
function). You can adjust the sensitivity of the measurement if external fields,
over which you have no control, are present in your environment. This is the
case for example of GSM cell towers (relay antennas) nearby. In a wave-free
environment, the arrow may be set to 'max', while obtaining a 'score' (value
displayed at the top right) of 0. If this is not the case, move the arrow to the
left until you get a 'score' of 0.

ON /OFF WAVE ANGEL function

Setting the sensitivity of the analyzer. Ideally to
'max' if your environment is more or less wave-free
This “score” (from 0 to 8) is the result of the
measurement in real time. The lower the score, the
fewer waves in your environment
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ADVANCED SETTINGS

Radiofrequency field analyzer
The RF field analyzer is an 'expert' function of your WAVE ANGEL. It will help
you identify the different RF fields in your environment, and optimize the
location of your devices and apparatus in your home. Replace the power
adapter with a simple Powerbank (external battery, not included*), and you
can move around without any constraints.
The analyzer does not specify precisely the type of field measured, but the
graph displayed 10 times per second allows you to identify the various
emitters. You can do so by moving toward and away from different emission
sources.

Estimated energy
Score
<---- Emitter 1
<---- Emitter 2

Decomposed signal

(more details explained on the website)

The devices and apparatus commonly found in homes that generate RF fields
are: the Internet box, cellphones and smartphones, tablets and other
connected devices, DECT cordless phones, microwave ovens, etc.
We often have the possibility to optimize the location of these apparatus in
order to get the healthiest possible space for sleep. Moving away just a few
meters will significantly reduce the field strength received at a precise spot.

* Available as an option on the website www.wave-angel.fr
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Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQ)
Does my WAVE ANGEL generate waves when plugged in?
 No! The field level emitted by WAVE ANGEL is a million times weaker than that of a
cellphone.
Can I use my WAVE ANGEL with another power adapter or another cable?
 Optimal operation can only be guaranteed when using the parts provided. However, it is also
possible to power the unit using an external battery (Powerbank), available as an option on
the website www.wave-angel.fr. Given the power of the LEDs during maximum lighting, it is
not recommended to connect to a computer USB port. This could cause damage.
My WAVE ANGEL is always on 'red'. What can I do?
 There are two types of apparatus that generate waves around you: those you can control
(your Internet box, your phone, etc.) and those you cannot control (GSM relay antennas,
your neighbors' Internet box, etc.). If the red light is due to the fields you do not have the
possibility to act on, you can decrease the sensitivity of your WAVE ANGEL to avoid the
strongest fields.

My WAVE ANGEL is 'red'. Is that bad?
 In principle, all the apparatus and devices that surround you meet electromagnetic wave
emission standards. The GSM relay antennas are also subject to standards and controls.
However, we do not have enough perspective yet to be able to announce a danger
threshold. As proof, different EU countries have different regulatory thresholds! The
precautionary principle should incite everyone to reduce their exposure to waves,
particularly during sleep.
 In case of doubt regarding the RF field levels received in your home, you can request a study
from the specialized organizations (e.g. National Frequency Agency).
My WAVE ANGEL blinks every 5 seconds
 This is normal. In some modes, the ambient brightness is measured every 5 seconds, in order
to optimize the light output, in particular not to dazzle at night. The blinking is due to a short
extinction of the LEDs for accurate measurement.
My WAVE ANGEL does not respond properly when I tilt it to the right or to the left
 You certainly tilt your WAVE ANGEL too much, or it is perhaps not vertical enough.

Technical specifications:
Range of temperature for use: 10 – 40°C
Nominal power consumption: < 0,3W
Maximum power consumption: < 10W
Use with AC adapter and cable included
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